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Abstract. While eye tracking research in conventional radiography has flourished over the past decades, the
number of eye tracking studies that looked at multislice images lags behind. A possible reason for the lack of
studies in this area might be that the eye tracking methodology used in the context of conventional radiography
cannot be applied one-on-one to volumetric imaging material. Challenges associated with eye tracking in volu-
metric imaging are particularly associated with the selection of stimulus material, the detection of events in the
eye tracking data, the calculation of meaningful eye tracking parameters, and the reporting of abnormalities.
However, all of these challenges can be addressed in the design of the experiment. If this is done, eye tracking
studies using volumetric imaging material offer almost unlimited opportunity for perception research and are
highly relevant as the number of volumetric images that are acquired and interpreted is rising. © 2015 Society of

Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMI.3.1.011002]
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1 Introduction
Medical image perception research is concerned with the study
of the processes of radiologists’ visual search, perception, and
cognition, aiming at improving the diagnostic performance. An
important way to achieve this is by examining how radiologists
actually go about the interpretation of images by conducting eye
tracking studies. Past studies that have used eye tracking to ana-
lyze conventional radiography have covered extensive research
topics, such as radiologists’ reading strategy,1–6 perceptual
and cognitive processes during the interpretative process,7–14

differences in gaze patterns of experts and novices and how
expert visual search could be trained,15–19 display properties
that are associated with superior performance,20–22 the compari-
son of visual processes when satisfaction of search occurred,23,24

gaze characteristics that are linked to different decision out-
comes25,26 and how these could be used to provide perceptually
based feedback,27–34 or how lesion properties influence radiol-
ogists’ perception and decision making processes.35–39 A num-
ber of studies have even looked at how eye tracking studies need
to be conducted to yield the most valid results.40–44 Only exam-
ples of eye tracking experiments that used conventional radiog-
raphy were named here due to their large numbers.

By contrast, only a limited number of studies have aimed at
shedding light on the relationship between visual search, percep-
tion, cognition, and performance in the context of volumetric
images: five experiments have explored radiologists’ reading
strategies of stimulus material that was acquired by a volumetric

imaging technique,45–49 while five other studies looked at the
influence of expertise on gaze behavior,50–54 four explored
the implications of different workstation configurations on
gaze,55–59 and one study examined the presence of inattentional
blindness in the interpretation of chest CT cases.60 Finally, one
study looked at the visual search characteristics of readers when
using computer-aided detection in CT colonography presented
in the fly through mode. Locations of possible polyps were
marked by small dots in the videos of the colon and visual
search in these videos was compared to visual search in the
same videos in the absence of the cues.61

Considering that volumetric imaging modalities, such as CT,
have been used in the clinical practice since the 1970s, it seems
surprising that few papers that apply eye tracking to volumetric
imaging data seem to have been published. This low amount of
previously published research is especially surprising since eye
tracking research has flourished in some fields, such as conven-
tional mammography and chest radiography. A possible reason
for the lack of studies in this area might be that the eye tracking
methodology used in the context of conventional radiography can-
not be applied one-on-one to volumetric imagingmaterial. The aim
of this paper is to explore some of the experimental challenges that
are encountered when conducting eye tracking research with
regard to the interpretation of volumetric imaging material.

2 Challenges and Possible Solutions
Regarding Eye Tracking in Volumetric
Images

The challenges comprise the selection of stimulus material, the
detection of eye events when analyzing the gaze data, and the
subsequent calculation of parameters based on these. These
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factors have been identified by comparing the 16 papers that
deal with eye tracking in volumetric data. Advantages and dis-
advantages of different solutions will be weighed against each
other. The key findings are summarized in Table 1.

2.1 Stimulus Material

The studies that dealt with volumetric imaging material45–61

used images suitable for a three-dimensional representation
of the human body, however, the presentation of stimulus
material differed between them. Eight of the studies presented
all slices of a multislice case and allowed radiologists to scroll
freely through these stacks;49,52,55–60 thus, radiologists could
scroll back and forth for as long as they wanted to and also deter-
mine the pace of their movement through the stack. In two
experiments, the radiologists were presented with five consecu-
tive slices of MRI and CT cases, but they were only able to scroll
in the forward direction, meaning that once they had chosen to
scroll on, they were not able to return to a previous slice.50,51

Four studies chose to present CT colonography fly-through vid-
eos rather than individual slices,46,47,53,61 which means that all
radiologists who took part in the study saw the slices being
presented at the same pace and were unable to adjust the rate
or scroll back to a location that was presented earlier.
Finally, two studies chose to present single images from CT
cases.48,54 In these two experiments, the viewing conditions
were hence more comparable to those of eye tracking experi-
ments that deal with conventional radiography images. None of
the studies enabled radiologists to set the window, adjust bright-
ness, or image sizes according to their preference.

When conducting an eye tracking study, the differences
between these four different forms of presentation are immense

as they lead to completely different experimental settings. When
presenting images consistently in the same order, either as a
video or as single static images, viewing conditions are identical
and hence directly comparable between readers, meaning that
they do not pose an additional source of variance. By contrast,
when free scrolling is encouraged, scrolling behavior constitutes
a separate factor that might be confounded with the actual
research design. Hence, when one is, for example, mostly inter-
ested in the study of differences in gaze patterns between experts
and novices, different scrolling techniques may introduce addi-
tional noise or even influence gaze, such as the amount of dwell
that a lesion receives. However, both comparable conditions
between readers, as achieved by one-way scrolling, video pre-
sentation, and the presentation of single slices, and noncompar-
able conditions, as created by allowing free scrolling, have their
merits. While comparable conditions allow for a more con-
trolled experimental setting and, therefore, for the generation
of direct conclusions regarding the influence of manipulated fac-
tors in the experiment, free scrolling is closer to the way images
are interpreted in the clinical practice and it, therefore, contains a
high degree of ecological validity. The conduction of controlled
and ecologically valid experiments is naturally most preferable.
As this is difficult to achieve simultaneously, the choice should
mainly be based on the research question of the experiment.
When radiologists’ reading strategy is the focus of the experi-
ment, it might be preferable to design the presentation of the
stimulus material to be as close to the viewing conditions that
are most common in the clinical practice. When the focus of the
experiment, in contrast, lies on pinning down the influence of
one or two factors that are manipulated in the experiment, com-
parable conditions, for example, as ascertained by presenting a
video, might be the better choice.

Table 1 Summary of similarities between eye tracking studies in conventional radiography and in volumetric imaging, unique challenges of eye
tracking studies regarding the volumetric imaging context and proposed actions to overcome these.

Issues
Similarities conventional radiography

and volumetric imaging
Challenges unique to the volumetric

imaging context
Actions to overcome challenges in

volumetric imaging

Stimulus material Issues of standardization Free scrolling adds factor to study Weighing of experimental rigor and
ecological validity

Multitude of options to manipulate
images

Only one manipulation at a time

Event detection Event detection based on
physiological properties of eye
movements

Smooth pursuit eye movements Velocity based event detection or use
of raw data after elimination of
saccades

Events cover multiple slices Customized software that maps
proportions of events to slices

Parameter calculation Similar parameters can be used to
study visual search

Positioning of AOI in case introduces
variability

Calculation of parameters directly
related to event

Meaning of parameters may change More research is needed, time will tell

Scrolling behavior is not covered by
conventional parameters

New parameters are being developed,
further research is needed for their
validation

Reporting abnormalities (JAF) ROC studies are suitable Orientation within case can be tricky Visible marking of reported lesions

Reporting interferes with eye tracking Tracking of reporting to separate
perceptual and decision making
processes
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However, achieving a good balance between ecological val-
idity and the degree of control that can be ascertained in an
experiment is not the only factor influencing the choice between
different forms of presentation. The decision of how to analyze
the gaze data also has a profound impact on this selection.

2.2 Event Detection

In studies that employ eye tracking to examine the interpretation
of conventional radiography, as well as in most eye tracking
studies from other domains, the raw eye tracking samples are
not analyzed. Instead, the raw data are usually grouped into fix-
ations and saccades, which are scored by either a dispersion-
based algorithm or a velocity-based algorithm. Dispersion algo-
rithms group fixations based on a neighborhood criterion of raw
eye tracking samples and usually define a minimum duration for
the fixation, while velocity-based algorithms detect saccades by
calculating the velocity of a movement by analyzing the distance
between two samples. The distinction between the two events,
fixations and saccades, is crucial; during saccades, there is usu-
ally no visual information processed. Hence, when using the raw
data, one must be aware that samples during which the partici-
pant could not take in any information might contribute to the
estimation of dwell on specific locations.

Under many circumstances, the visual input during one fix-
ation is static. When scoring fixations on a conventional radio-
graph, only x and y coordinates on the display are taken into
account. However, when scoring fixations in a multislice setting,
where the visual content is dynamic, i.e., in the presentation of
videos or during scrolling, the image content may change during
the course of one fixation. This means that even though the eyes
do not move, i.e., gaze remains in the same location, the visual
input changes. Fixations can nonetheless be detected as in the
interpretation of plain radiographs by using the x and y coordi-
nates on screen, as the distinction between taking in visual infor-
mation during fixations and suppressing information intake
during saccades remains the same. This principle is illustrated
in Fig. 1.

But is this how event detection has been realized in the afore-
mentioned experiments that studied the interpretation of volu-
metric medical images? The answer to this is mixed. Two
studies used only a single image from volumetric cases, thus
here fixations were calculated per individual slice.48,54

Conversely, fixations that cover multiple slices were presumably
not a problem in experiments where radiologists were only
allowed to scroll in one direction, as the time they spent on
each slice was relatively long to avoid missing something

that they could not get back to.50,51 Five of the studies where
scrolling was allowed, distinguished between fixations and sac-
cades,49,52,56–58 but did not explicitly state how fixations were
scored. For the majority of them, the relatively short fixation
durations that are reported suggest that fixations were calculated
per individual slice.49,56–58 Interestingly, six of the studies omit-
ted the calculation of fixations and saccades altogether45–47,60,61

and used raw data instead. While there is no definite right or
wrong in the detection of events in eye tracking data, there
are problems associated with calculating fixations per slice
and the use of raw data: as aforementioned, the use of raw
data does not account for saccadic suppression and for this rea-
son, samples are included in the analysis that do not represent
the intake of visual information. Furthermore, fixation duration
is often used as an indicator of physiological and mental proc-
esses, such as fatigue and mental workload. For this end, how-
ever, the physiological duration of the fixation is needed, which
is only valid when calculated across slices. So what might be the
reasons for implementing event detection as it has been done?
An important reason for not calculating fixations across slices
may be that standard software usually does not allow for the
calculation of fixations across slices (see, e.g., OGAMA,
SMI BeGaze). All fixations are usually mapped to one of the
images or if they are sufficiently long enough to exceed the min-
imum duration, broken into several fixations that fall on con-
secutive images. Hence, custom-made software is needed that
calculates fixations independent of the imaging material and
subsequently maps the proportions of the fixations to the respec-
tive slices. This is laborious to implement. Additionally, fixation
detection algorithms cannot account for all phenomena that are
associated with the interpretation of volumetric medical images.
When structures move across the screen, as is the case in fly-
through colonography46,47,53,61 or in stack mode slices of
large organs as in chest CT,45,60 the eyes perform smooth pursuit
movements. Smooth pursuit eye movements are physical move-
ments of the eye, but they are functionally similar to fixations in
that they serve to keep visual content stable on the fovea and no
suppression occurs. However, unlike fixations, smooth-pursuit
eye movements do not have one center as they represent a
path. So, while smooth pursuit movements can be detected
by velocity-based algorithms that have multiple velocity thresh-
olds, they cannot be mapped to only one location. Hence, if im-
aging material is used that fosters the performance of smooth
pursuit movements, then a possible solution would be to use
detection algorithms that allow for the classification of these.
For the analysis of temporal characteristics, the detected events
can be used. When mapping the eye movements to the specific
content, it may, however, be warranted to first exclude all sac-
cades. The raw data of fixations and smooth pursuit movements
can subsequently be mapped to the specific image locations to
capture visual attention on all structures that are displayed and
not just the center of the smooth-pursuit movements.

2.3 Parameter Calculation

While event detection is at the heart of the analysis of an eye
tracking study, the ultimate goal is the calculation of visual
search parameters which allow for inferences regarding percep-
tual and cognitive processes. With slight adaptations, many
parameters that have been used in the study of the interpretation
of conventional radiography images can be used in the study of
the interpretation of volumetric data, too. Here, it is of particular
importance that the initially calculated events like fixations and

Fig. 1 (a) The calculation of a fixation (indicated by the yellow circle)
in conventional radiography is displayed. Only the x and y coordi-
nates of the raw eye tracking data samples contribute to the scoring
of a fixation. (b) A fixation in volumetric images is displayed. Again, the
x and y coordinates of the raw eye tracking data samples contribute to
the analysis, regardless of the slice that they fall on.
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smooth pursuit eye movements, after being calculated across sli-
ces, are broken down to account for different durations on differ-
ent slices. This is important as during scrolling only parts of a
fixation might fall onto a lesion. For this reason, only the respec-
tive parts should contribute to the calculation of dwell time on
the lesion. Similarly, it is important to account for the variable
position within the stack where lesions, or more generally areas
of interest (AOI), might occur. Hence, parameters that are
directly related to this, as the time to first fixation or the decision
time, should be calculated from the point in time when the struc-
ture of interest is displayed for the first time. Several studies
have done this using either the first pursuit of the lesion46,47,53,61

or the first fixation on it59 as the end point as visualized in Fig. 2.
The adjustment of the starting point of the calculation is impor-
tant as it reduces variability in the data, which is quite prominent
anyway due to the complexity and variability in the imaging
material.

It should be noted that the adjusted parameters are similar to
their counterparts which are used in eye tracking studies in con-
ventional radiography, but that they are by no means identical.
In the interpretation of conventional radiography, radiologists
can always locate lesions peripherally in the interval between
the start and the end of the calculation of time to the first fixation
or the decision time. In the interpretation of volumetric images,
the radiologists may scroll past an AOI. The first display of a
slice that features the AOI triggers the start of the calculation of
the parameters. Radiologists may then, however, divert their
attention to structures that are displayed on other slices and
hence have no chance of detecting and reporting the initial
AOI until they scroll back. The nature of the parameters is,
hence, different in the two contexts (volumetric and conven-
tional radiographs) and it should be assumed that the character-
istics of the parameters are, too.

In addition to the adaptation of visual search parameters,
attempts have been made to account for different behaviors
due to scrolling. As has been pointed out, visual content not
only changes due to refixation, but also because of slice changes

and it has been quantified by the number of slice transitions.56,59

While this parameter is entirely based on scrolling behavior, the
number of slices covered by one fixation combines scrolling and
eye tracking behavior in one parameter and is assumed to reflect
the extent to which radiologists make use of the dynamic proper-
ties of stimulus presentation that can be exploited when the rest-
ing gaze is stable at one position while scrolling fast through the
stack.59 This allows for the use of motion perception processes
which single out unexpected structures in the visual field. The
two parameters provide insight into the amount of change in
image content that is sought by radiologists, whereas other
parameters are aimed at the quantification of the direction of
change: one study identified two distinct passes that radiologists
perform when scrolling through a stack of images. The “locate”
pass is used to detect lesions, while the review pass serves to
confirm that no lesions were missed.55 This might, however,
only apply when the lesions to be identified are particularly con-
spicuous as otherwise more passes are performed.45,49,59

Another attempt aimed at distinguishing local and global move-
ments through image stacks by quantifying howmany slice tran-
sitions were performed before the scrolling direction was
changed. Local movements, defined to cover a maximum of
25% of slices of a stack, are termed “oscillations” and are
assumed to represent the comparison of a single structure across
slices. Global movements named “runs” cover more than 50%
of the stack and are assumed to aim at the acquisition of an over-
view.49,59 Note that the particular thresholds may depend on the
number of slices and slice thickness of the imaging material.
While in the aforementioned studies,49,59 25% of the stack rep-
resented a large structure plus a margin of two slices, this might
in other contexts cover several organs.

The aforementioned studies all aimed at a quantitative
description of scrolling. Distinguishing between two types of
readers, “scanners” and “drillers,” is a more holistic and quali-
tative approach to scrolling.45 Scanners are assumed to be read-
ers who search each slice extensively before moving on to the
next, while drillers tend to rest their gaze in one quadrant of the

Fig. 2 The calculation of different gaze parameters which have been adapted for the use in volumetric
data. The white circle represents the location of a lesion, whereas the solid arrow in the image represents
gaze position and the computer mouse symbolizes the marking of a lesion. The arrows next to the param-
eters indicate the presentation of slices that contribute to the calculation.
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stack and scroll through it before doing the same in another
quadrant. This is supposedly utilized because fast scrolling in
stack mode allows for the use of motion perception processes
which single out unexpected structures in the visual field. In
this sense, the driller approach is similar to the calculation of
the number of slices that are covered by one fixation.

Trying to describe scan paths is complex in conventional
radiography and the presentation of all static images and param-
eters that aim at describing these like the earth mover index or
chain editing62 only capture parts of it. Finding the right balance
between picturing a holistic impression of behavior and break-
ing it down into individual measureable parts is particularly war-
ranted when describing gaze behavior with regard to volumetric
images and it is likely that it will take time and considerable
effort to address this in the upcoming years.

So far, the paper has concentrated on the gathering and analy-
sis of eye tracking data. However, even a well conducted eye
tracking data study remains somewhat ambiguous if no perfor-
mance data is collected to strengthen claims and assure that
diagnostic performance is maintained. The following section
will, therefore, focus on how abnormalities can be reported
in eye tracking studies.

2.4 Reporting of Abnormalities

Of the eye tracking studies that looked at the interpretation of
volumetric data, only a few have used receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) metrics, such as the area under the ROC
curve50,51 or the JAFROC figure of merit,59 to assess readers’
diagnostic performances. They did so by asking radiologists
to indicate lesion locations on images in a brain atlas after
the presentation of the actual stimulus material and rate the
case on a confidence scale50,51 or letting readers encircle the
lesions in the stimulus material directly and write their confi-
dence rating next to it. The encircling and rating period was
tracked and subsequently discarded from the eye tracking analy-
sis.59 The use of the JAFROC figure of merit is particularly suit-
able for performance analyses in volumetric images as it takes
into account the occurrence and diagnosis of multiple lesions,
which is likely in large cases. However, instead of using
ROC or JAFROC metrics, eight studies simply asked readers
to use the mouse to click on abnormalities that they identi-
fied.45–48,53,55,60,61 Concurrent verbal reports were used by
four studies52,56–58 and one study asked radiologists to indicate
the identified lesion on a paper representation of the stimulus
images.49 The low number of studies that used ROC metrics
is somewhat surprising, considering that ROC and its related
techniques are the norm in eye tracking studies in conventional
radiography and in studies that relate to medical image interpre-
tation in general. However, challenges associated with the use of
the ROC and JAFROC methodology in the interpretation of
volumetric images are, for example, that the identification of
a lesion often occurs in the middle of the diagnostic process
and there needs to be assurance that the perceptual and deci-
sion-making phases can be distinguished from the reporting
of lesions. To facilitate radiologists’ orientation within a case
in experiments where free scrolling is allowed, it may be helpful
to let radiologists visibly mark the lesions when reporting them.
This is particularly important in cases with multiple lesions
where readers are expected to scroll through the case multiple
times and may be of lesser importance in experiments that use a
cine mode and, therefore, exclude the possibility that a lesion
has been seen and reported previously.

In eye tracking experiments where lesions span multiple
slices, it further needs to be decided on how many slices lesions
are supposed to be reported and rated regarding confidence. If
only one slice is reported, the size of an AOI is ambiguous, as it
is not clear on how many slices the participant would have
placed the alleged abnormality. On the other hand, reporting
lesions on all slices which they are perceived to span is laborious
and interferes considerably with the diagnostic process. A pos-
sible solution to this is to ask radiologists to report lesions on
only one slice. Regarding true positive and false negative loca-
tions, the number of slices on which a lesion is visible, and
hence the size of the AOIs, can be determined prior to the
study by an independent expert panel. As false positive locations
cannot be foreseen, after completing the study, the panel rates
how many slices of reported false positive structures are
visible.59

3 Discussion
The review of the various challenges that are faced by eye
tracking researchers, who aim at studying gaze in the interpre-
tation of volumetric images, highlights numerous differences
between the study of the interpretation of conventional radio-
graphs and that of volumetric cases, but also stresses some par-
allels between the two. An important challenge is that the
analysis of the eye tracking data relies heavily on the develop-
ment of custom-made software. This is true for event detection
as well as for the calculation of gaze parameters, many of which
are specific to the context of volumetric imaging. Though all
issues that have been reviewed above can be addressed, not
all of them can be solved perfectly. There will always be a trade-
off between the ecological validity and the conduction of a
highly standardized experiment or between detailed reporting
of a lesion and the wish not to interfere with the usual diagnostic
process. This is, however, not exclusive to the study of the inter-
pretation of volumetric images and applies to many experimen-
tal contexts. The paper has focused on four challenges that, in
the eyes of the authors, are the most pressing ones and are
directly linked to the conduction of eye tracking experiments.
The review of challenges that are associated with the field is,
however, not complete. Other important issues relate, for exam-
ple, to the often low number of cases that are used in eye
tracking studies in volumetric imaging, mostly due to increased
reading time and resulting time constraints. Furthermore, it has
been observed that variability in the eye tracking data may be
increased, possibly due to the increased complexity of the stimu-
lus material.

When overcoming these challenges, the study of the interpre-
tative process of volumetric images offers numerous prospects
and opportunities for research. Only 16 studies could be iden-
tified that have used volumetric imaging material and of these
only 14 presented the material so that the volumetric properties
could be exploited. Overall, in these studies, only five topics
have been addressed so far with most studies focusing on radi-
ologists’ reading strategies. This is a striking parallel to the
beginning of eye tracking research regarding conventional radi-
ography in the 1960s and 1970s. As eye tracking research in
volumetric images slowly increases and the amount of published
papers increases in number (eight of the 16 studies have been
published in the last 2 to 3 years), more topics will be addressed.
While topics that have already been addressed with regard to
conventional radiography like lesion conspicuity, gaze pattern
related to different decision outcomes, etc., will offer work
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for many years, maybe the most exciting topics come from the
particularities of volumetric imaging such as the use of motion
perception and the vast array of volumetric imaging techniques
with their respective advantages and challenges.

Beyond doubt, the trend toward volumetric imaging will
continue in the future and scholars of eye tracking in
medical imaging are, therefore, well advised to embrace the
challenges and prospects that are offered to them in this field
of research.
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